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ROTC follows
new gay policy

Keeping cool in the pool

BY Bryan (Uottoll

"I think its wrong because they’re trying
to exclude the gay community."
Stephanie Peterman, also a GALA
Homosexuals k% t !I nu ur he th, !!minated against by SJSI -s
)TC p ’,gram member, thinks the policy is unfair.
when the "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell" policy
"It doesn’t seem fair," she said.
goes into effect Oct. 1, as long as they
"Why doesn’t anyone else have to be
keep their mouths shut.
quiet about what they are If you’re
President Clinton’s pull( v oil homo- straight, you can walk around with wedsexuals in the military, knowli .1, "Don’t ding rings, or hold your girlfriend’s hand
and it doesn’t matter."
Ask, Don’t -Fell," allows homosexuals to St’l ye under strict guideUniversity policy states that
SJSU does not discriminate on
lines. These guidelines include
remaining silent about their sexthe basis of sexual orientation.
ual orientation and not engaging
With this apparent difference
with the new national policy,
in homosexual conduct, on-base
diversity SJSU President J. Handel Evans
and off-base.
foresees the ROTC policy becomThe ROTC policy will 1011( )N.,
ing an issue to deal with in weeks to
the new national ituulitat i guide! its.
Corn i Cote, co-president of c Gay come.
"I was hoping that the Clinton adminand Lesbiaii Associat I feels .1clitoris’
policy is NTOI1g, but understands the deci- istration would resolve this problem,"
Evans said. "It is a problem that we will
sion.
"I can understand is hi .1nin ti I did it have to worry about as to how we resolve
because he’s in a difficult ptisilir ill where
he’s try -11)g Jt please everyone," said (*.ote.
See ROTC. page 3
StlartariDaily Staff Writrr

Robinson busy as
new interim V.P.
By Pamela Cornelisot I

*Mail Daily Sue Wriurr

(10121A ACOBASPARTAN MIL1

George Sanders, left, a freshman art major, tries to pre
vent Don Noonan, a freshman biological science major,
from making a basket while pl iviniz pool -hall at the

Aquatic Center. The students were playing this innovative form of basketball to cool off on a hot day last week.
Expect temperatures to reach the 90’s today.

academic Viol ,lesident ton educational
Newly-appointed Sjst Interim Acade- planning and’, airces.
mic Vice President Maynard Robinson
Evans said he chose Robinson for sevstoops slightly as he walks, either front eral reasons, hut mainly because of his
years of having to duck under doorways experience in policy matters of higher
and low ceilings or from this year’s work- education and his people skills.
load.
"Maynard is noted for his ability to talk
Robinson, 48, reclines in a side chair to people," Evans said. "He is very conwith necktie loosened, propping himself siderate; he is very understanding; he is
against the chair’s back with his left very thoughtful. He is not a bully and he
elbow, while swinging the glasses he really likes to listen and understand."
holds in his right hand by one earpiece.
Robinson describes his management
His dark beard, thinning hair, genial, style as one of shared decision-making
warm eyes and well-modulated voice and responsibility for getting work done.
work together to give him a comfortable so that many "stakeholders" are involved
and unassuming demeanor, a sort of aca- in the process and the outcome. But, he
demic Alan Aida.
says, ultimate responsibility for any deciAppointed to the post of interim acad- sion rests on his shoulders alone.
emic vice president by President J. HanWith 18 people reporting to him and
del Evans, Robinson has been employed 60 department chairs working with him,
at SJSU since 1972. For the past 12 years
he has served as the university’s associate
u ROBINSON page 10

With service, students can let
their fingers do the walking
hi Carolina Moroder
511.014,1

Daily Staff Writri

Automation has come to
campus to stay. First, students
could register over a telephone.
Now they can use it to find a
job.
With a job hotline available
24 hours a day, seven days a
week, from any touch-tone telephone, SJSU students can
access job listings and information on services they would otherwise have to find out by going
to the Career Planning & Place-

ment office.
According iu t I Ape Zuniga,
job listing sect lue coordinator
at CP&P, when the budget cut
hit the office, it had to cut back
on their office hours, too. This
created a problem for students,
who had fewer hours to check
on CP&P’s programs and listings.
"We were looking for ways to
automate our system, to make
better use of staffs time and to
make at least that portion of
the services more accessible to

Donors make new
field house a reality
By Jason Meagher
Spartan Daily WI Viltitet

SJSU alumnus Alan
Simkins dreamed of a sports
center that would attract
"blue chip" athletes to SJSU
and serve as a springboard
for
future
fundraising efforts.
Today, that dream is
half complete, with the
end in sight.
Alan and Phyllis Simkins
took a trip to San Diego
State University in January
1989 to look at SDSU’s new
sports center. Today, there is
a partially complete 21,000
square foot sports facility on
SJSU’s South Campus, next
to the old field house.

The new facility, temporarily called the Spartan
Stadium Center, will be the
new headquarters for the
Spartan football squad, the
soccer team, the baseball team and the SJSU
women’s softball team.
It is projected to be
completed by next
year s football season,
preferably in time for spring
trill ling.
The new athletic center is
unique in that it is a community project. This is the
first building on the campus
that has been built entirely

Tutko wins
with sports
psychology

students," Zuniga said.
CP&P did research on the
project last year. They checked
with different services and companies to figure out what the
system could do, and how man,
offices on campus they needed
to interact with in order to
bring the system about.
To be able to get into the job
hotline system, you have to register either by going to CP&P or
attending a workshop. "You can

By Jason S. Meagher

SpartAn Dail% SiAliwrn,,

See PHONES. page 3

HIV testing today
Spartan Daily Staff Report
Free, anonymous HIV testing
will be one of many services featured at Rhythms of Life, a student
health faire being held today from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the main level
of the Student Union.
The faire is sponsored by the
Student Health Services Peer Education Program and the Student
Health Advisory Committee. This
is the first time free HIV testing has
been available at the faire.
According to Naz Motayar,
director of Peer Education, all students need to do is inquire at the
Santa Clara County AIDS Program
booth. They will then be told
where to go for the testing.
The anonymity of those being
tested will be maintained
those
being tested will be required to
give only their fit St name.

See CENTER page 10
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Dr. Tom Tutko is the inventor kit the concept of Sp, ui is kv, Ii 1.
gy has been teaching at SJSU for 30 years. His Intro to Psy, bology class in Morris Daily Auditorium numbers over 700 students.

Dr. Tom Tutko will be teaching general psychology again this semester. Ti)
his 700plus students. Tutko may seem
like just another lectur it. but a look at
his accomplishments teveals much
more.
Fresh out ofts:orthwestern I’niversity
in 1962, with a doctorate in psychology,
rutko wasted no tune in teaming up
with psychologist Dr. Bruce Ogilvie.
’Together this pioneered the field of
sports pso hology.
he’ssasthe
()g .ixe71yr
’t
lig
lug
htumm .111d energy while lecturing.
a1s, t describes Tutko as a "fell(
tu k iii ciii butte that would help
tuu spai k his juiciest in sports ps’N’t lit du,gy in the earls ’6os. ogihie and I ink’)
used to pia% basketball together. Ogilvie,
with a smile in his voice, describes
I ialto as a "iiwari hot-Ito of a guard."
Tutko’s involvement iii the field of
hologN started with hi.. and Ogilvie’s
ii crest in tinseling SIM athletes.
At the time, no literature existed on
the subject of counseling athletes about
the pso icc ulogical side of sports. so
Fmk’, and Ogilvie documented their
espy’ ’clues. This was the start of a long
and ti timid career for Tutko.
At thu lit st international congrem of
sports Pso Intlogists in the early ’60s,
link() and Ogilvie presented some of
the first papers ever in what is recogSee TUTKO. page 3
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On the budget
and a few
other problems

Editorial

Good intentions,
bad timing
SJSU cannot afford any new
programs, however important
they are.
Francisco State University was the first
San
four-year college to begin a minor in the
subject of homosexuality. SJSU’s faculty is
discussing the start of the same program here.
The intentions are good, but the timing isn’t.
Homosexuality is an alternative life style for
many individuals. It has developed its own culture
and close-nit community and should no longer be
ignored.
There are also many people who strongly disagree with this way of life. Dismissing it as abnormal, many people exhibit hidden, and not-so-hidden, prejudices against gays and lesbians. Heterosexuals who believe that homosexuality is wrong
have been labeled homophobic and called politically. incorrect.
Through classes such as Sociology 172, alternatives in lifestyle, prejudices can be dispelled. In
fact, such awareness of gay and lesbian issues
would promote equality and dispel misconceptions about the culture.
Why won’t it work? For one, the instructors will
be preaching to the converted. Homophobics
and others prejudiced against homosexuality are
simply not going to take the class. The last place
where these types of people want to be is in a
"Gay" classroom.
This is not a unique situation. Looking at a
woman studies class, the majot ity of students art.
women.The majority of students in an Afro-American class are Afro-Americans.
A class that revolves arm. ad homosexuality is
going to have a majority of gay students.
The actual use of a Gay Studies minor also
should be questioned. Should we use such a
minor in professions such as education, law,
human services, and psychology?
Having a minor so narrow is not beneficial.
Homosexuality is just one aspect of sexuality. It
represents only a handful of individuals in mainstream society.
The most compelling argument not to create
the program, has to do with money. We are cutting classes for majors and minors that we have
now Classes are impacted and the four- year plan
keeps growing.
Adding yet another minor, especially one that
would attract a limited amount of students, cannot be afforded.
There is already a class directly dealing with
homosexuality. Other classes throughout the university also discuss gay rights and deal with homophobia.
English and literature classes offer a number of
literary works written by homosexual authors.
There is even a Gay Awareness Week in the fall
semester. The topic of homosexuality is not being
ignored at this university.
It would be ideal to be able to offer a gay study
minor, but unfortunately the school is far from
euphoric. We are not ready for a new minor that
appeals to only a small amount of students until
we can afford the classes we have now.
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being treated like a woman
MARTIN (IEE

SPARTAN DAILY

May you never have an anniversary
t is expected that, once a
semester, you will read a
column or a news story
that deals with horrifying rape
statistics. I will not throw any statistics at you, predominately
because they rarely carry a large
enough wallop to knock the
breath out of a reader. Instead,
I’d like to tell you a story

’He was the live-in
manager of the
house and he was
a very nice guy.’
Six days from now I will celebrate my three year anniversary
of being raped.
It is a common time for rapes
to occur. Three weeks into the
school year marks the end of
dry rush and the beginning of
the hard-core party season.
This is not the fault of the fraternities. I was not raped after a
fraternity party. I was raped after
a party in my own house.
Now, you d think that in your
own house you would be safe
from such things. Guess again.
I will admit that I was hammered. That was what sent me
to my room in the first place. I
was far too intoxicated to be out
mingling. It was time for me to
get some sleep. My roommates
were still downstairs having fun.
They wouldn’t miss me.
One of them did.
I heard a knock on my door

and asked who was there. A
roommate identified himself.
This was the roommate I
knew the best. I’d lived there for
a month and he was always really cool to me. I was starting my
sophomore year. He was a master’s student in business. We
that my lawyer refused to file a
both went to SJSU.
He was the live-in manager of civil suit against C. Both people
the house and he was a very dismissed it for lack of evidence.
I wished that they could crawl
nice guy.
I let him into my room, inside my head.
SJSU was the only bureaucradressed in a thick terry cloth
robe that covered me from my cy that accepted my accusations.
chin to my toes. We started talk- C. got kicked out of school and
had to fulfill such requirements
ing about one of my friends a
friend C. (my roommate) had as therapy and volunteer work
just escorted back to her dorm within a year. He also had to
a
room. He complained about write me a letter of apology
letter I look back on every now
her "prudishness."
We talked for a while longer. and again. Not because I believe
Then he started to kiss me. I’d it, though.
So, ladies, I urge you. Please,
wondered what kind of a kisser
he was, so I kissed him back. We don’t get wasted at parties. You
are never safe when you are
did this for about a minute.
under the influence. If you are
Then it happened.
My memories from that point concerned that you won’t have
on are kind of fuzzy. The last as much fun if you aren’t drunk,
thing I remember is saying "no" let me tell you something: nights
five times. Then my mind left of moderation will spare you
my body and I watched him from years of claustrophobia,
attack me from the far corner of panic attacks, night terrors and
my room. I do have a copy of every other mental trauma you
the police report from the inci- can think of.
I will spend the evening of
dent, but am currently too terriSeptember 14th reliving the
fied to look at it.
Yes, I filed a police report. rape in my thoughts ar d my
I’m proud to be one of ten dreams. I hope to God that this
women who actually go to the column prevents you from
police for such matters (sorry doing the same.
for the statistic). I’m not as
Lynn Benson is a Daily staff
proud to say that the district
columnist. Her column appears
attorney didn’t take the case.
every other Wednesday.
I’m even less proud of the fact

The age of innocence is forever lost

EDITORIAL
Hector Flores

homophobia: the male fear of

Phorw

Common myths of childhood are usually displaced as a person
grows older. Few people at the
collegiate level still believe in the
Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus or the
Easter Bunny.
Yet many, otherwise adult,
individuals still believe "it’s a free
country," despite massive amounts of evidence to the contrary.
The roots of this erroneous
belief in our freedom may perhaps be traced to an unfounded
faith in the Bill of Rights
appended to the U.S. Constitution, a document most of us neither know nor understand.
The unprecedented growth
of legislation dealiniiwith consensual or "thought crime in
this nation is anathema to a free
society.
This legislation has resulted
in
over-crowded
prisons,
clogged courtrooms and the
deprivation of many of our
"inalienable rights." Many of
these laws abridge our right not
to have our property taken without due process of law.
This is the work of the federal
Racketeer Influenced Corrupt
Organizations ( RICO ) statutes,
which place the accused in the
awkward position of being
assumed guilty until proven otherwise. These and subsequent
state and federal laws allow for-

feiture of property on the basis
of suspicion of wrong-doing.
America today has all the
faults of an authoritarian police
state without the direction, good
or bad, that the strong leadership of a dictator provides.
Agents of the government
violate our highest laws with
impunity, Colonel Oliver North
being only the best known
example, while the harshest
punishments are visited on citizens for minor infractions such
as drug possession, or even the
mere suspicion of violating some
law or other.
It’s time to cop to the fact
that our collective servant has in
fact become our master, and our
new master is forging unbreakable chains.
The right of self-determination is fundamental in a free
society and laws prohibiting
activities which cause no harm
to anyone, not consenting to
engage in them, are incompatible.
All of the laws prohibiting
thought crimes on the books are
based on a religious morality.
They range from the prohibition of unpopular religions,
such as the Sioux, the Peyote
cult, and all pre-christian European religions, to prohibition of
consensual sex between adults.
Whether straight or gay, mar-

Dtiess anybody believe that Governor
Pete Wilson is "intellectually challenged?" If you do, skip the rest of
the column. If you don’t, read the damn
thing.
I say Governor Wilson is "intellectually
challenged" because he is doing his best to
destroy the state’s educational system while
building prisons left and right and front and
back and up and down and other undiscovered directions. The results are coming in
now...
California’s university presidents are making a lot of money while the system suffers.
They are averaging $120,025 per year while
"Rome burns," "the USS Titanic sinks," and
"the 1989 Bay Area rattles and rolls."
I am all for reducing their salaries because
the extra money will finally go where the faculty and students can use that extra amount.
Try to follow the basic math while I show you
why...
Out of $175,000 dollars (the actual annual
salary of our CSU Chancellor, Barry Munitz),
$50,000 will be the annual salary of the CSU
Chancellor and the rest could pay for a few
courses, extra equipment, and/or a faculty
member. That means we can have more classes, equipment and faculty.
This much money might not be much but
look at the huge salaries throughout the CSU
system. We have 20 presidents who "earn"
from $115,956 to $134,790 per year and
bureaucrats who outnumber everybody else
altogether.
When we reduce their salaries, the leftover
amounts add up really fast. If you are worried
about the faculty earning this much money, I
say that they deserve it because they are in
the trenches.
The professors have to make up the course
schedule, notes, read papers and look over
new textbooks offered by the money-hungry
publishers. This is just the start. So, let them
earn the salary more in line with their work.
Now, back to the column...
The CSU is not the only system with hyperinflated salaries; public schools have the same
problem. The public school officials rake in
bags and bags of greenbacks while the classroom suffers. The math mentioned earlier
applies here, too. And you wonder why teachers go on strikes.
The teachers have to strike for basic reasons,
such as simple cost-of-living raises, better
working conditions and respect. But the
bureaucrats insist on raking in the public
loot

...there are other economic
factors but the salaries are
the main reason why the
educational system is going
to Hell in a paper handbasket.’

ried or unmarried, certain sexual acts are prohibited by the laws
of many states, and punishable
by long prison terms.
While the founding documents of this nation promise
freedom of religion and a separation of church and state, in
practice the American government is strongly Judeo-Christian.
Anyone who does not share
that biblical morality faces persecution and imprisonment at the
hands of America’s Grand
Inquisitor, the criminal justice
system.
The government has invaded
our bedrooms, our sacred places
and our minds. We are secure in
neither our property nor our
thoughts.
Some people will continue to
believe what they will, that this is
a free country. But should they
say this to me, I will only shake
my head sadly and think to
myself, "some people never
grow up."

To be sure, there are other economic factors but the salaries are the main reason why
the educational system is going to Hell in a
paper hand basket.
On the other hand, prisons are booming
all over the place. There are statistics that
prove that the more uneducated a person is,
the more he will share a prison cell with other
prisoners with names like Spike and Dr. Hannibal Lecter.
Yes, yes, there are educated crooks, but
they never share cells with Spike and Dr.
Lecter; instead, they share cells with Ivan
Boesky and Charles Keating.
In short, there is a strong correlation
between prisons and education. Japan might
count as a prime example, but European
nations count more because they are as Western as America.
European students out-perform American
students across the board and commit far less
crimes than we do. Although Europe seems
headed for the La Brea Tar Pits in an imaginary hand-held carrying device, it will recover one way or other.
On other subjects, I have to say some
things, too, but not spend an entire column.
The other day. I was doing a first read with
Hector (the Daily’s executive editor), he said
that ’bureaucrat’ was a bad word at the Daily.
I was not happy because that word is factual but the bureaucrats at SJSU did not like
this bad word...
Bureaucrats!!!! Bureaucrats!!!! Fill the
forms in triplicate and die!!!! There, I feel
much better. That is it for today.
Oh, yeah, lam deaf, too.

Kevin Moore is a Daily staff
writer

Bill Dmhkieuitz is a Daily staff urriter
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The San Jose State calendar
p.m., SU As Council
Chambers, call Ester
Riva at 263-3642.
BETA ALPHA PSI:
UBERAL STUDIES
Pledge Orientation, 3-4
p.m., SU Almaden Rm.,
SOCIETY: Coordinator’s
4-6 p.m., BC 208, call
Reception, 3:30-5 p.m.,
SU Guadalupe Rm., conCharles Moore at 279tact Paula Gillett.
0835.
BSM CHRISTIAN FEL- MEXICAN AMERILOWSHIP: Bible Study, CAN STUDIES
11:30 a.m., Picnic/Bar- DEPARTMENT: Conference, 10:30 am. -noon,
becue Area, call MarMorris Daily Auditorium,
garet Allen at 723call Dr. Carrasco or
0500.
Alma Cebreros at 924CAREER PLANNING
5760.
AND PLACEMENT:
NUTRMON AND
On-campus Interview
Preparation, 11:30 a.m., FOOD SCIENCE
CLUB: Welcome
SU Costanoan, call
Career Resource Center Back/Luncheon Meeting,
12-1:15 p.m., CCB
at 924-6033.
122, call Dawn Shvey at
CATHOUC CAMPUS
MINISTRY/THE NEW- 288-5304.
PERSIAN MUSIC
MAN COMMUNITY:
Wednesday night Discus- ENSEMBLE: Meeting, 79 p.m., Music Building
sion/ Is God a Part of
Your Life, 7 p.m. refresh- 186, call Cami at 288ments/7:30 p.m. discus- 5353.
PI ALPHA PHI: Fratersion, Campus
Ministry/San Carlos and nity Rush, 10 a.m.-2
p.m., Front of SU, call
Tenth Street, call Father
924-8726.
Mark or Ginny at 298SCHOOL OF ART
0204.
FANTASY/STRATEGY AND DESIGN: Student
Gallery Art Shows, 10
CLUB: Meeting; AD &
a.m.-4 p.m., Art BuildD; FASA; White Wolf,
ing, call Marla Novo at
5:30-10 p.m., SU
924-4330.
Almaden Rm. Top Floor,
SIGMA CHI: Come
call Hotline at 924Meet the Brothers at the
7097.
GREEK UFE/PANHEL- Rush Table, 9:30 a.m.-3
p.m., Seventh Street near
LENIC: Greek Forum,
Music Building, call Bill
10 a.m.-3 p.m., in front
at 971-2012.
of Student Activities
Office, call Greek Life at SIGMA DELTA
ALPHA: Pledge Orien924-5969.
tation, 7-9 p.m., SU
JEWISH CAMPUS
Pacheco Rm., call 297OUTREACH: Mystical
9310.
Insights on Rosh
Hashanah, 12:30-1:30
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Mother, daughter trade
charges in custody case
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) A
woman trying to keep custody of
her grandson testified Tuesday
that the 2-year-old could grow
up not knowing the difference
between men and women if he
is returned to his lesbian mother and her lover.
The daughter said she herself
was harmed by years of sexual
abuse from her mother’s live-in
boyfriend.
Kay Bottoms, 42, and her
daughter, Sharon Bottoms, 23,
traded accusations in a custody
case being closely watched by
gay rights activists.
The case is unusual because
it pits a nonparent against a
mother whose only alleged
parental shortcoming has been
her homosexuality.
Henrico County Circuit
Judge Buford M. Parsons Jr. is
reviewing a juvenile court
judge’s March ruling that took
the boy away front Sharon Bottoms because she is a lesbian.
Kay Bottoms received custody of
the boy, and her daughter has
limited visitation rights. The
boy’s father is not involved in
the CAW.
Kay Bottoms said she believes
her (laughter’s sexual relationship with her live-in girlfriend,

Ill

April Wade, makes her an unfit
mother to 2-year-old Tyler Doustou.
"I don’t care how my daughter lives," Kay Bottoms said.
"But Tyler will be mentally and
physically harmed by this. We
can take care of ourselves. He
can’t"
She said the child calls Ms.
Wade "Da-Da." She said that
shows that he could grow up so
confused that he couldn’t differentiate men from women.
Sharon Bottoms said her
mother’s boyfriend sexually
abused her throughout her
teen-age years. She estimated
that the man had sex with her
800 times.
Sharon Bottoms said she and
Ms. Wade, 27, have hugged and
kissed in front of Tyler.
She said they have never had
sex in fron: of the child and
does not believe it’s appropriate
for a child to witness sex
between any adults.
In grading custody to the
boy’s grandmother, juvenile
court Judge William G. Boice
relied on a 1985 Virginia
Supreme Court ruling that said
a parent’s homosexuality is a
legitimate reason for losing custody.

Phones
From page I
only register through the center, emphasized ZUniga.
Job listings are still displayed
at the office, in Business Classroom Building 13.
Students receive a handout
explaining the system when they
register for the hotline.
Zuniga said students will have
quicker access to jobs and won’t
have to worry about going to
CP&P only during office hours.
Also, employers will have quicker responses to job announcements.
"We send out announcements to several thousand
employers during the summer,
announcing the change and
what they need to do in order to
become part of the system," she

through binders according to
"A lot of students work part
your major or preference," Diaz time and have classes all day, so
said. She found out about the the hotline is good because you
said.
hotline when she came to the don’t have to set aside the time
As of today, there are about center in August looking for a to find out about jobs. It’s a lot
600 jobs listed in the system.
job.
more comfortable."
’The office still has all the listA lot of people who come to
Kane also said students can
ings in hard copies and comput- see the boards will now use the match the hotline with their
ers where students can get the hotline, all a ding to Maria major, making it easier for stusame information as in the hot- Camul, peer adviser at the cen- dents like her to find a part-time
line," amiga said. ’Whether you ter who registers students for use position that may eventually
are a visual student or you prefer of the hotline.
become their full-time job.
computers, they are available in
Jennifer Kane, a student grad’The only problem I encounany way. The hotline is just an uating in mass communications tered was when I called for an
enhancement (of the service)."
this semester, already used the internship and it was already
She also said hearing- system. "The best part about it is filled, so I think they (CP&P)
impaired students still need to that it’s available 24 hours a day," should communicate with the
go in and use either binders or she said.
employers letter." she said.
the terminals.
Nancy Diaz, a Spanish major
who uses the center frequently,
likes the new system.
"It’s accessible from home or
work, whenever the student has
free time," she said.
"It’s easier than looking
Classes taught by comedians 4.
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it on this campus."
The new policy has caused
some minor changes to the
ROTC program, according to
Lt. Gen. Gregory Milton, who is
in charge of the Air Force
ROTC on campus.
"We’ve lined out any questions related to homosexual orientation," said Milton, referring
to applications for potential
ROTC members. Those individuals who identify themselves as
homosexuals will not be allowed
in the ROTC program, Milton
said.
"Some people will argue that
this university has the control
over federal policy," said Evans.
"I think that the issue here is
one of freedom to exercise
one’s own requirements and
desires in the execution of your

I No test or written work
I Videos/Movies
education.
"We would have liked Clinton
to have resolved this issue once
and for all," he said. "I personally would have liked him to go
one step further. But as university president, I have to protect
the programs that are on this
campus from actions that are
detrimental to the well-being of
the institution and the students
that are in it.
"The important elements of
the ROTC application, which
was the basis of the problem last
year, has been removed from
the ROTC application," said
Evans.
GALA has staged protest in
the past over the ROTC’s ability
to avoid this university policy.
According to Cote, decisions
to protest the ROTC this year
have not been made, but it is
possible.

nized today as sports psychology. From their research at SJSU
and abroad, they wrote one of
the first books in the field of
sports psychology, "Problem
Athletes and How to Handle
Them."
In the mid’60s, the whole
concept of sports psychology
was viewed with skepticism by
the sports establishment. Twenty years and six books later,
Tutko is touring the world on
his lecture circuit, teaching
sports psychology at SJSU and
counseling athletes on an individual basis.
Upcoming on his lecture circuit are a presentation to the
California Gymnasts Association
at the end of this month and a
presentation of papers for the
IronMan Triathlon in Hawaii.
Last year he talked to the
Spartan Football squad about
some of the pitfalls an athlete
can fall into, such as training
oneself to fail by thinking about
the possibility of failure. He has
also consulted for majorleague
teams such as the San Jose
Sharks and the San Francisco
49ers as well as major corporations.
Tutko developed "Sports
Psyching," which is a sixweek
program to develop a mental
game plan for the athlete to follow. This method teaches relaxand
concentration
ation,
itnagery. He stresses that it is
useful to the nonathlete as

(408)248-6811

SKI CHEAP!

Join the SJSU Ski Club

Come one, come all and join the hottest
club on campus. Now accepting
members for the 1993-94 SJSU Ski and
Snowboard Club. Join us in the
intense powder of Jackson Hole,
Wyoming.

First meeting: Thurs.. Sept. 9th. 7:00 Pm
in the Umunhum Rm., Student Union.

For info. call Patty at 356-8347
COMING SEPTEMBER 7th!

well.
For example, students can
use the program to better their
chances of success in school.
Tutko says athletes who try the
program react positively if they
are willing to work at it. Wanting
to improve is the key to the program s effectiveness.
Tutko is modest about his
accomplishments. He is quick
to point out that none of the
research would have been possible without the help of Dr.
Ogilvie, and that the SJSU ps chology department was wonderful in its encouragement of
his research.
According to Dr. Ken Nishita,
chair of the psychology department, ’Tutko is one of (the psychology department’s) premier
instructors.
He teaches twice the amount
of students he is required to and
volunteers every semester to
coteach a sports psychology
course along with David Furst.
Tutko the person is energetic, full of life and a definite
gogetter.
Sometimes
he
stretches himself a little thin. Dr.
Ogilvie thinks that "he’s sometimes a menace to himself"
Tutko is a veteran teacher
and researcher, but there is still
plenty of the fire that fueled the
young jock who walked in the
door of the psychology department in 1963. Chances are
good that many generations of
SJSU students will come to listen to Tutko’s jokes.

lowered crossing arm.
Vasquez, in the car ahead,
had made it across. The Baldwin
Park man saw the women’s
plight in his rear-view mirror
and got out to help. The women
locked the doors.
"The good Samaritan was
banging on the windows trying
to get them out but they
thought they were getting
robbed," said it. Thomas
O’Brien.
The train slammed into the
car and carried it about 200
yards down the track before the
car’s gas tank exploded. O’Brien
said.
Deputies said it wasn’t clear
how fast the freight was going.
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FREE DELIVERY!
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
7:30 PM - 10:30 PM
Order with your Spartan Card
(Flex or Gold Points) or use Cash.
all us and we’ll deliver FRESH, HOT,
HAND TOSSED PIZZA to your Residence
Hall, Class Room, or Campus Office
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SORORITY

RUSH
September 8 & 9
Greek Forum

Meet all the sororities and fraternities in
an informal setting. Near the Student
Activities Office.

Misunderstanding in mixed
neighborhood, one killed
(AP)
INDUSTRY,
Bernard Vasquez was trying to
rescue them. The women
thought he was trying to rob
them, and their fear proved
fatal.
Vasquez, 29, managed to pull
three women from their stalled
car as a train approached, but a
fourth died in the fiery collision.
"We think it was because of
the language barrier," sherifrs
Deputy Johnny Solis said Tuesday. The women, thought to be
recent immigrants from Asia,
took Vasquez for a carjacker, he
said.
Deputies said the women got
stuck on the tracks when the driver tried to maneuver around a

(510)748-0126 (415)255-8886
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Girl says high school teacher had sex with her at school, home
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)
A
16-year-old girl testified Tuesday
about a 15-month affair with a
teacher in which she said they
had sex in school and at his
home while his wife was asleep.
A second former student,
now 21, described having sex
with Ronald Price in such places
as the football press box, the
copy machine room in the main

office and the coaches’ dressing
room in the gymnasium.
The 16,-year-old cried as she
described how the relationship
with Price began with comforting words from a trusted
teacher, moved on to a kiss on
the forehead and quickly proceeded to sexual intercourse.
"He became my best friend. I
basically abandoned all my other

friends. He was the only person
I cared for," she said.
Price, a 49-year-old social studies teacher, is on uial on charges
of sexually abusing three female
students at Northeast High
School in Pasadena, a Baltimore
suburb. He resigned shortly
after he was indicted last May.
If convicted, he could be sentenced to 76 years in prison.

The case attracted national
attention after Price appeared
on several tabloid-style television
shows, saying he suffered from a
sexual illness and had sex with
seven students over the last 20
years.
One of those students was his
current wife, who sat behind
him in the courtroom while the
girl testified about their affair.

Price initially pleaded "not
criminally responsible" in two
cases, but decided Tuesday to
plead innocent to all three
charges. His lawyer, Timothy
Umbreit, did not explain the
change.
Prosecutor William Mulford
guided the girl through a review
of her relationship with Price,
which she said began her fresh-
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man year shortly after her 15th
birthday.
One day, she said, when she
was upset about breaking up
with a boyfriend, Price "asked
me if I wanted someone to talk
to."
"I told him yes. He seemed
really nice, really helpful," she
said.
She said the first encounter
occurred shortly thereafter in
the girls dressing room of the
school auditorium, when she
stayed after school to help Price,
who also was the drama instructor, work on sets for a show.
After that, she said, they frequently engaged in sex at school
in such places as the auditorium,
the dressing room, the audio
visual room and his truck in the
parking lot.
She said Price also had sex
with her in several rooms in her
house, her swimming pool and,
on one occasion, in the kitchen
of his home while his wife, recovering from knee surgery, was
asleep.
The 21 -year-old woman said
she also had an affair with Price
when she was a student at Northeast High. The woman, now a
graduate student, said her relationship began when Price
helped her cope with problems
she was having at home.
She described having sexual
relations with Price, usually after
school, in places such as the
football press box, the copy
machine room in the main
office and the coaches’ dressing
room in the gymnasium.
"I felt I was in love with him. 1
thought he was in love with me.
It was very intense," she said.
She said Price broke off the
relationship during her junior
year, telling her "his feelings had
changed, the relationship had
run its course."

Don Henley
defends funds to
other projects
CONCORD, Mass. (AP)
Shortly before his Labor Day
concert which raised about $1
million to protect the land
around Walden Pond, rock
musician Don Henley defended
his charitable group’s donations
to other conservation efforts.
In a pre-concert news conference, Henley said he did nothing wrong in using money
raised by the Isis Fund, parent
organization of the Walden
Woods Project, for preservation
efforts in Texas and California
and for a western Massa( huseus
center for abused child/en.
Less than 1 percent of the
millions of dollars raised by the
fund was used for these projects,
federal tax returns showed.
"I chose simply to make small
donations back to the communities that the money came
from," Henley said at the news
conference with performers
Sting, Elton John and Melissa
Etheridge. He noted that two of
the benefit concerts staged by
the two-year-old project had
been held in Los Angeles.
Henley was responding to an
Associated Press article which he
said included "half-truths"
about the donations.
"The truth is every penny
that was raised for Walden
Woods goes to Walden We
he said.
Last week, officials for
Walden Woods said donors
whose money went to the other
projects knew their contributions would support other environmental efforts.
"That money was given in
chunks by people who believe in
the total concept, not just
Walden Woods," Lester Kaufman, the project’s business manager said.
But Kaufman said he had
raised concerns within the organization about the gifts to other
causes.
"This is a very gray area,"
Kaufman said. "Until we can get
that clarified, we probably won’t
do that again."
Kaufman said he had Henley
personally reimburse the fund
for a $25,000 contribution the
organization made last year to
the Texas Citizens Fund to help
stop a navigable waterwa that
would have cut through Caddo
Lake in east Texas
The woods were made
famous by 19th century writer
Henry David Thoreau.
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New volleyball coach has high hopes
Fisk
147.t?flyCeleste
miiy Stiff Wnter
Craig Choate, the new SJSU
women s volleyball coach,
intends to return the team to its
glory days of the 1980s.
"There are resources available at San Jose State to make
this program nationally recognized," Choate said. "This was a
top-20 ranked team in the 1980s
under Dick Montgomery and
John Corbelli. It can be again."
"Recruiting is the lifeblood of
any sport," Choate said. He left
New Mexico State University
because he had "stopped the
bleeding in that program." He
felt unable to do more because
of the difficulty attracting good
athletes.
Tanya Hart, an outside hitter
for SJSU, is happy with her new
coach and said that it vsas time
for a change. Lesley Locke, a
middle blocker on the team,
describes Choate as "real supportive" and "intense."
"He coaches us as individuals
as well as a team," Locke said.
Choate coached the women’s
team at NMSU for the past
three seasons. He took them
from a five-win season his first
year to a 14-15 record in 1992.
He also served as an assistant
coach for Brigham Young University and Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo women’s programs and
the Pepperdine University
men’s programs, with each team
advancing to the NCAA regionals, before joining NMSU.
Goal is attainable
Hart and Locke agree that
Choate’s goal of returning to
the top-25 in the country is
attainable. He has the women
working, harder and takes stats
every day, something former
head coach Corbelli didn’t do.
"At New Mexico State, he
took a program that was on the
ground floor and developed it
into a competitive program in
the competitive Big West Conference, said Dr. Thomas Brennan, SJSU director of Athletics.
"He has experience coaching
Division I men’s and women’s
programs and has been successful at each school he has
coached."
Choate worked alongside
Mary Dunphy, who he considers
a good friend, at Cal Poly. Dunphy coached the 1984 and 1988
U.S. Olympic volleyball teams
with assistant coach Carl
McGown, with whom Choate
has also worked.
Coaching influence
Dunphy and McGown are
coaches Choate considers to be
"on oeposite ends of the spectrum, and both taught him
how to be a good coach.
It was a volleyball coach at
BYU, though, that persuaded
him to try out for the volleyball
team during his junior year,
assuring Choate that his height
would be an asset there.
Choate played basketball at
BYU and knew that he wasn’t
good enough for the NBA, so
he decided to give volleyball a
shot. He remained on the team
until he earned a Bachelor of

’The SJSU won ien’s volleyball
train started the season with a
ig by taking first place in the
I
:amel Invitational Tournaii Fresno State this weekcii(1. With a 4-0 record, the
tins SC:0011 marks the Spartans
bc,i start since 1990.
Erin Gimiey led the
’tow oiih 58 kills. She With
11.11iitd thy Invitational’s MVP.
I lit scam ni marks head
((’01 Ii Craig Choate’s debut. His
«,llegiate coaching
low

SJS1 (-turned from a 2-0
deficit to beat second place
Texas A&M 3-2 in the first game
of the tournament. "The kids
just wanted to win and didn’t
fold, especially against Texas
A&M. Everything that needed
to happen did," Choate said.
John Corbelli, the Spartan’s
former head coach, now coaches for Texas A&M.
After the Texas game, the
Spartans defeated host Fresno
State 3-0. They also beat Cal
Poly San 1.11i, ( )bispo 3-0.
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New head volleyball coach Craig Choate, left, gives
outside hitter Shane Donnellon a few pointers during practice in the Event Center last week. This is
Science in physical education in
1978.
Choate left BYU to serve a
two-year Mormon mission in
then West Germany, where he
spent time in Heidelberg and
Frankfurt.
He and his friends jumped
back and forth across the border to East Germany after
throwing rocks to test for the
land mines they had been told
were there. Most of the time, he
spent knocking on doors and
trying to spread the word of
God.
Spreading the word
"We would reach maybe one
in a thousand people," Choate
said, "but it was a fabulous learning experience."
He said he learned probably
99 percent of his "good aggression" there.
"We hardly knew the language," he said. The young men
had to find either something
within themselves to keep going
or to give in to the depression of
feeling isolated in a foreign
country. Choate chose the former.
Choate rejoined his BYU
team and received All-America
honors for his performance in
the All-America senior men’s
division open championships in
1981.
He earned a Master of Arts in
physical education in 1982 and
a Bachelor of Arts in history in
1984, both from BYU.
Choate holds memberships
in the AVCA (American Volleyball Coaches Association), the
USVBA (United States Volleyball Association), has a CAP II
(Coaching Accreditation Program) coaching certification
and votes in the AVCATachikara Top-25 Poll.
Choate, born March 18, 1956
in Los Angeles, is single and
lives in San Jose.

Football team loses
to Louisville 31-24
Louisville converted all Spartan turnovers into touchdowns
except for the last one. It was
that last SJSU turnover,
though, that nailed down the
31-24 win for the Cardinals.
After falling behind 28-3 at
halftime, the Spartans rallied
back in the second half. With
SJSU trailing by just a touchdown, strong safety Scott Reese
recovered an onside kick. It
gave the Spartans possession
from their 45-yard line with 2
minutes and 7 seconds remaining in the game.
Quarterback Jeff Garcia led
the Spartans all the way to the
Louisville 31 before being
sacked at the Louisville 41.
This left the Spartans with second down and 20. Garcia was
up to the task hitting Ronnie
Scott for a 19-yard gain.
On third-and-one at the
Louisville 22, Garcia attempted
to pass the ball to Jerry Reese.
But, an out-of-positioned

Spartans place first in tourney

Louisville linebacker stood in
Garcia’s way.
Marcus Hill was lined up at
the wrong end and as he
attempted to run to the other
side, Garcia snapped the ball
and Hill was right there to
intercept it.
Despite the loss, SJSU had
some bright spots: Garcia completed 20 of 39 passes for 307
yards and two interceptions.
This was his fourth 300-plus
yard game at the major college
level.
Fullback John Mountain
had a major college best of 65
yards on 12 carries to lead all
rushers and sophomore Brian
Lundy led the team in receiving with five catches for 12i;
yards and a touchdown of 38
yards. Lundy has four 100-yard
plus receiving games at SJSII.
Toni
end
Tight
Petithomme had a school best
of four receptions including an
18-yard touchdown reception.
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Choate’s first season at SJSU after coaching at New
Mexico State for three years. The women’s first
home game is Sept. 14th against Hawaii.

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).
CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966
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Men’s basketball coach Stan Morris, ,n is enterinv his
four h year with the Spartans. It is possible that \ ,r-

rison is going to be offered the athletic director posinon at University of California, Berkely.

SJSU coach a logical
candidate for Cal job
By Pat Matas

iffartan Daih Staff Writ,

Stan Morrison. slsl. head
basketball coach and lot m er
prominent Califm ma State l’iiiyersity, Berkeley athlete, would
be greatly missed if he is offered
and accepts the Cal athletic
director position.
"I think there is Ito question
that he has a good chance to get
this job." said Thomas Brennan,
director of Athletics. "He’s a
good man and a good coach
and administrator with good
leadership experience. He contributed to the development of
this program in a verv positive
fashion.
A search committee to
replace Bob Bocklath. the fo/nc(1 last
mer director, was I
week. The goal of the c ommittee is to fill the vacant pf191 11(311
by December. No list of possible
been
has
candidates
announced.
"If they had a list. I’m sure
they wouldn’t pass the information on just yet," said Jesus Mina,
Cal-Berkeley’s director of Public
Information.
Morrison’s name was mentioned one day after Bockrath
quit to become athletic director
at Texas Tech.
Morrison is a logical candidate for a few good reasons. He
is a former Cal athlete himself
and a member of the 1959 basketball team that won the NCAA
title and then lost the championship to Ohio State the next
year.
’The I ’trivet sitS f (Aifornia,
when I was the: c, was one of the
most incredible institutions of
education perhaps in history,"
Morrison said.
"Fver v sport was d, hie% log
ittcredibk high leels of ciki elleocc. Atniitie who was there,
during that era, was fortunate to
have that rare experience. It
had an indelible impression on
the soul of everyone."

Morrison began his head
lung position at SJSU in
190.
He rebuilt the basketball program when it was falling apart.
During that time, only two
players were on the team. Morrison would stand out on the
campus sidewalks and try to
recruit any student over 6-feet
tall.
’That was a dark and dismal
time. We maintained our

’The thought of
leaving these young
men is something
that I don’t even
want to think about.’
Stan Morrison
SfSt mrn’a haAkethall

integrity, poise and commitment
and remained steadfast," said
Morrison.
"Anyone who knows me and
has followed our program closely knows how much energy, time
and emotion has been spent on
this program.
really feel that we’re at an
active point of turning the corner and really becoming a resurrected basketball program.
This is an extremely exciting
time."
Through his efforts, Morrison has become well respected
among colleagues and players.
Ills passion for coaching has
1,1)11 ed many of his players to
pursue excellence on and off
the court.
’There is a resiliency in our
players that is going to guarantee success in any career they

pursue." said Morrison. "Haying
been part of that process has
been a life experience. Not
every coach has to do that and
not every coach gets to do that"
"Stan wants the best out of his
athletes," said Atasho Maloney,
former junior forward for the
Spartans.
Last year Maloney transferred
from St. Joseph University and
played for the Spartans during
the 1992-93 season.
"Stan does try to keep a good
rapport with the guys, he said.
’The thing I can say is that he’s
definitely on the guys for doing
good in school. And that’s good
because there is life after basketball."
If the Cal position is offered
to him, he said he will listen but
is content to remain as the SJSU
coach.
Though it would be a privilege for Morrison to return to
his former tromping grounds,
leaving SJSU would be a bittersweet sacrifice.
’The very thought of leaving
these young men is something
that I don’t even want to think
about." said Morrison. ’There’s
no need to think about it
because I haven’t received a
phone call from the school. I
need to leave it right there."
"I don’t think any coach of
his caliber would replace him,"
said former player, Kenny
Young.
"He’s a prominent coach. He
told us that if we give all we can
to him in the time that we have,
he’d give himself back to us for
the rest of his life. And he did.
He’s a sincere giving person."
"If someone leaves your organization, you do everything you
can to support him," said Brennan. "lie rebuilt the program
when it was starting to bottom
out. Stan is an important part of
this program and we wish him
luck."

Read about the volloyball team’s outside hitter Erin Ginney
tomorrow in the Sports page!
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COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
Presentations
’Displays
’Charts & Graphs

EXP 9/24/93

*Transparencies
Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides
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Paper
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Catastrophic Funk
The Deborah Magee Dancers
Dams Cabaret
Jozelle Cox
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Hot timers
Jazzy inn
Rex Santa Elena
BB Hayes
Chris Campos

Capoeira San Jose
The Alas Poets
Farourhe lithe Desert Delights
The FIX Players
Los bipenos de San Jose
Made Sukerti Berg
ComedySportz
Dancers of the Crescent Moon
The Flamenco Society
Velvet Darkness
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Fred
Brian Roth
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Rich Preston
Harry Who
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Still haven’t found what
you’re looking for?
Bv Shari Lwhui

Startan Dulls SOL Writer

What do calculators, coats,
caps and contact lenses have in
common?
True, they all do start with the
letter "C," but this alliteration is
not their only significant shared
feature.
What ties these seemingly
unrelated items together is the
fact that they share a common
plight. They are lost.
What were once the various
belongings of an equally various

campus population can now be
discovered at the Lost and
Found Office, a campus service
of which some students are
unaware.

United Parcel Service
Part-time job opportunities
* 3-4 hours per day. Monday -Friday
* paid vacation and holidays
* profit sharing
* medical and dental benefits
* opportunities for advancement
* student loans up to $25.000 per year available
* and much more...
For information and to schedule an interview.
contact your campus placement office, or call
(415) 737-6495.
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

WS

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

Minal Vyas, a junior in computer engineering, thought it
was located at the Student
Union Information Center.
"If it’s not there, then I don’t
really know," ’Vyas said. "Having
a lost and found is a good idea if
ever.yone were to know where it
was.
This "good idea" can be
found in the Student Activities
and Services Office, nestled
between the Spartan Pub and
the University Room.
Under the watchful eye of
Tonya Talley, manager of the
office for six years, gone items
are not forgotten.
Along with her other duties,
Tally is in charge of receiving,
storing and if possible returning
the abundance of forgotten or
misplaced items that are turned
in and find their way into various
cabinets, shelves and drawers
around the office.
Over the summer and the
first few weeks alone, items are
already starting to build up, and
new items are always coming in.
It pleases Talley to know that
"there are a lot of honest people
on this campus."
How often do people come in
search of their lost belongings?
"Every single day," Talley said.
"Though unfortunately not
much of it is claimed."
In order to claim an item, a
student must both describe it
and be able to approximate the
date when it was lost. All items
are dated when they arrive at the
Lost and Found.
Students may not simply
browse through the wares. ’This
is not like a flea market," Talley
said.
According to Talley, if students are concerned about a lost
item, they usually only stop by
the first one or two days after it
has been lost.
"People can’t wait," she said,
citing the fact that items such as

SJSU TRANSPORTATION FAIR
5EPT.-9TH AND 10TH
9AM-3PM IN THE ART QUAD
WI A MOUNTAIN BIKE FROM "SPECIALIZEDTM BICYCLES"
Alte4ive transportation information & personal trip planning assistance.
Free prizes: bicycles, Spartan Shop Gift Certificate, t-shirts,
water bottles, frisbees, & pencils.
LEAVE YOUR CAR AT HOME DURING
"BEAT THE BACK-UP" WEEK, SEPT. 20TH TO 24TH.
WE’LL SHOW YOU HOW!
Event Sponsored by SJSU Office of Traffic & Parking

lost keys or credit cards necessitate almost immediate replacement.
Items are kept for one semester, Talley explained, though if
found during summer school or
winter session items are usually
carried over though the next
semester.
A lack of storage space
requires that any unclaimed articles be removed following their
allotted time period.
"A lot of people think we
throw the stuff out, but we
don’t," Talley said.
Clothes and shoes in fairly
good condition are donated to
such charities as the Salvation
Army or the Brandon House, a
shelter for battered women and
children, located downtown on
San Antonio Street.
Books are sold to a book buying company, and the proceeds

are donated to Financial Aid for
use in funding student loans. At
the end of the semester, some

’We get a lot of

weird stuff around
here!’
Tonya Talley
Loot and Found Or lire manager

books may also be placed on a
"free books" table set up outside
the office. Everything from
Dante’s "Inferno" to Tom Clancy’s best-sellers have been turned
in.
An accumulation of prescription glasses was once donated to
an eyeglass recycling program
that supplied people in third
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45th ANNIVERSARY SALE

Look at those ants lined up
at the ATM by the Student Union.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 9, 10, & II

ITEMS AT 45% OFF
OR MORE! ONCE IN
45 YEARS SALE!

MANY
M. N
MANY

Need cash? Take off for the Great Western Bank ATM
in the parking lot by the Student Union. It operates 24
hours a day 7 days a week. It accepts any ATM card that
bears a CIRRUS! S1AR SYSTEM’or PLUS’ symbol. There
is no charge when you use a Great Western Bank ATM
card at our ATMs. To get your card. simply open a checking
II ount with us Great Western Well always be there.-M.

GREAT WESTERN BANK
Al.I.1i ,1,11114,
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Lori Uchiyama, left, and Lora Wong, Student Activities assistants in the Lost and Found Office, spend much
of their time helping students find lost items. The most common misplaced items are keys and glasses.

PALO ALTO ONLY:
SATURDAY SEPT. II OUTDOOR ART FESTIVAL:
DEMONSTRATIONS, REFRESHMENTS, BALLOONS, EVENTS FOR THE KIDS’
10:00M\ TO 4:00PM CALL FOR INFORMATION

unwersit
DISCOUNT WARE

rt center

SAN JOSE 318 PAGE ST (408) 297-4707

world countries with glasses and
eye care.
The lost and found is not
even limited to inanimate
objects.
"We have no facilities for animals," Talley said, relating tales
of people turning up with stray
dogs and injured squirrels. "One
person thought their lost bird
may have flown here."
The thitnane Society or local
animal shelters are usually called
in animal cases.
Another student came in
looking for his wife. "He was serious!" Talley said. The two had
become separated while on campus.
He eventually was reunited
with his wife, "though not at the
lost and found," Talley recalled,
laughing.
A bag containing someone’s
spaghetti lunch had to be
thrown away at the end of the
day.
By necessity, items such as this
usually find themselves on a one
way trip into the garbage.
The majority of lost items are
in the low to medium price
range, such as umbrellas, jackets,
sunglasses, keys, backpacks and
notebooks.
However, people have also
lost diamond engagement rings,
wedding bands, expensive
watches, Walkmen and hearing
aids.
Ont student lost his wallet
containing $2,500 in cash.
"He was an out-of-state student and was going to use it for
tuition," Talley said. "He came in
looking for it, but it was never
turned in."
Not everything turned in is
standard lost and found fare.
Some unusual items have
included a set of dentures, a
retainer, underwear, a weight-lifting belt, plastic food storage containers, combination locks, old
hair brushes and Flex-All sports
gel.
"We get a lot of weird stuff
around here!" Talley said.
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State I
Watch
It’s no-money
down at
county jails
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
no-money down program in
jail?
Los Angeles County
authorities are experimenting with the idea to end fighting and reduce gambling
and other crimes behind
bars.
A pilot program will ban
cash in county jails. Prisoners
who now can pull money
from county accounts will
draw credit instead. Barcoded wristbands will link the
inmates to their computerized accounts, said sheriff’s
Sgt. Bob Gould, the project
manager.
The wristbands also will
help officials keep track of
the prisoners, he added.
The program will begin
this month at Sybil Brand
Institute for Women in suburban Monterey Park and
officials hope to expand it systemwide by next April, Gould
said.
Prisoners currently are
allowed to carry $40 at a time
to buy soap, shampoo, candy
bars and other snacks. But
that has led to problems,
Gould said.
"We’ve got 20,000 inmates
and some of them are actually crooks," he said. "It’s survival of the fittest anyway. The
strong take from the weak."

World Events

0 Negotiators agree on allowing
blacks in S. African
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) - Negotiators
agreed Tuesday on a draft law
that would give blacks an interim role in running the country
for the first time in South
Africa’s history.
The bill would set up a Transitional Executive Council, a
multiparty body that would
assume joint control of some
functions with the white-minority government before multiracial elections in April. It would
include members from the
African National Congress and
other black groups.
The measure and three others approved by negotiators now
go to Parliament, which convenes a special session next
week.
Approval is expected because
President F.W. de Klerk’s gob’-

erning National Party supports
the plan and controls the dominant white chamber of Parliament.
ANC National Chairman
Thabo Mbeki said Tuesday
night that approval of the transitional council by Parliament
would allow the ANC to call for
all remaining international economic sanctions to be lifted. He
said such an announcement was
likely by the end of the month.
Under the draft law, the transitional council would severely
inhibit de Klerk’s power to act
independently, requiring him to
consult with the panel or its subcommittees on security matte!
and any major changes to laws.
For example, an 80 percent
majority of the council could
veto any declaration by de Klerk
of a state of emergency.

0 Pope urges followers:
remember but forgive
SIAULLM, Lithuania (AP) Pope John Paul II stood at the
foot of Lithuania’s Hill of Crosses, a symbol of hope and defiance during the Soviet era, and
urged his followers on Tuesday
to remember the victims of
oppression.
But the pontiff also said they
should let go of their hatred
and forgive those who ruled
over them for 50 years.
"Where believers were subject to persecution and discrimination, let religious and civil
peace now reign," he said.
’Where hatred was nursed, let
forgiveness now reign; where
intolerance raged, let dialogue
and mutual understanding now
reign."

The pope spoke to about
40,000 people
in a field
beneath the hill. His red robe
billowed in a crisp wind that
swept the largely empty field. A
rainbow arched overhead.
In the 50 years of Soviet rule
in this predominantly Roman
Catholic state, Communist
authorities repeatedly removed
thousands of crosses erected on
the hill, harassed those who
planted new ones and even
tried to flood the site.
"Innocents were condemned," the pope said. "At that
time in your homeland a terrible system marked by totalitarian violence raged, a system
which trampled down and
humiliated man."
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100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker. try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified sex:liver. starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634.7575.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)4360606.
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(3 Passenger 0 Police reinforces to contain
anti-government protest
shoots
gunman
MEXICO CI Pt’ (AP) - Saying he was tired of being
mugged, a passenger shot and
killed one of three gunmen
who held up the bus he was on,
the newspaper El Universal
reported Tuesday.
As driver Gabriel Vazquez
told polit e, the three boarded
the bus Monday night, pulled
out handguns, and one of them
shouted: "Anyone who moves is
dead. This is a holdup."
A passenger growled back
"I’m sick and tired of all this
mugging," pulled a pistol, shot
one of the gunmen dead, and
fled through the back door,
Vazquez said.
The two surviving gunmen
chased the passenger down a
street, beat him up, stole his
gun and bag, and returned to
the bus to retrieve the body.

CRUSE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn
up to $2,000+/month + world tray
ELECTRONICS
el (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean,
TANDY Word Processor. Brand etc.). Summer and career employ
new! Many functions Great W.P. ment available. No experience
$380. or best ofler,Call ,124-5388. necessary. For more information
call 1-206-6340468 ext. 06041.

FOR SALE
SEGA OAME backup system. Save
4. Backup & playback. Hundreds of
games in floppy. Mike 534-4151.
ND SETS: Queen NIL Put $75.
Twin: $65. 8unkbeds: $125.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
mattress set: $285. Everything
new!! 998.2337.

JERUSALEM (AP) - Tens
of thousands of people protesting the Palestinian autonomy
plan laid siege to Prime Ministei Yitzhak Rabin’s office Tuesday, vowing to clog the surrounding streets for 24 hours.
The rally was the first of a
series spearheaded by the opposition Likud bloc, allied with the
settler movement in the occupied territories and some religious groups, to try to force the
government to new elections or
at least a referendum over the
autonomy plan.
Police sources estimated the
crowd size at 50,000, Israel TV
said. Many had come on buses
from throughout Israel. Organizers claimed the crowd numbered in the hundreds of thousands.
"This is the opening round
in an unprecedented struggle,"
Likud
leader
Binyamin
Netanyahu told the rally, calling

the autonomy plan negotiated
with the PLO in secret a lie.
"And the greatest lie of them
all is that this dangerous agreement will bring peace," said
Netanyahu, who claimed that
the throng had reached
300,000.
"It will not bring peace, it
will bring more terror, more terror, more terror. It is laying the
groundwork for the next war,"
Netanyahu said.
The Likud bloc, which
planned weeks of protests, is
staking its political future on
opposition to Palestinian autonomy. It is gambling that security
fears will ultimately influence
the public more than the hope
that a political settlement would
end the bloodshed.
Yaron F2rahi, a professor of
political science at Hebrew University, said that if Likud fails to
bring down Rabin’s government it would be adrift.

Pholic: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

ALE CABINET,desk, bookshelf, SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
table & stacking chairs for sale. available for career oriented
Call 264-1662.
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
GREEK
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
FRATS! SORORITIES!
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
Student Groups!
Raise as much as you
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
want in one week!
commissions, bonuses, trips &
$100 ... $600 ... $1500!
benefits, 14K. 31K annual. Please
Market applications for the
fax your resume to (510) 713hottest credit card ever 0850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
New GM Mastercard. Users
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
earn Big Discounts on GM Cars!
Qualify for Free T-shirt &
GET A REAL JOBI Vector, an
international chain aggressively
’94 GMC Jimmy.
Call 1-800932-0528, ext. 65.
expanding in the Bay Area, combines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
HELP WANTED
Earn $245./week part-time
WANTED READERS & TEST Retail sales/customer service
proctors to assist disabled stu- Rexible hours set around school
dents. Contact Disabled Student No experience is necessary
Services: 924.6000.
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
MAC/WINDOWS SPECIA1JST in
tech support & network mgmt. Apply in person at our San Jose
need 2+ firs exp providing support headquarters. conveniently located
to Mac/Windows/00S uses, Nord a near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
+. Must be people person. Resume Call 280-5195 for times to apply.
2555 Park 07, Pa lo Mo. CA 94306. For Milpitas office. call 262-8070
or 510-796-2142.
MOBILE Die WANTED
Hying mobile DJs We soppy
IlAtRIY (hail prsf.) Ilen 40 ha 2
equipment & muse. Must be avail- children. Energetic playful person
able Fridays & Saturdays after 3.
w/exc. refs. & driving record req.
Call M-F. 12 to 6. 408/496.6116. 415/366.2228.

WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE?
Call Sport/Entertainment line
1-900990-5505 ext. 460. $2.00
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone
requred. A%g. call 3 min. Uzzey Ah.
SECURITY: FUU. OR PART TIME
Anchorage AK
Full training. $7.00 $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
Excellent Benefits
You need exposure to succeed in
Credit Union
MODEUNG. Now you can put your
Medical/Dental insurance
photo and information in front
Vacation Pay
of 100’s of the top advertising
Referral Bonus
agencies NATIONWIDE) Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM Apply Monday- Friday 8 am. -5 pm.
Vanguard Secrefty SeMcee
for details. (408)2499737.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
CA
95054. Near 101. at San
AUTOMOTIVE
Tomas Expy. & Oicott. Equal
Opportunity
Employer.
5
spd
Ca,
4
ACCORD
’82 HONDA
a/c, p/c. stereo, 1 owner, 110K,
Great condition $2,800. 408/ OLSTEN I50 CLERICAL OPENINGS
2882227. Eves: 408/997-7313. for electronic convention. Custaner
service skills required to work in
Santa Clara location. Candidates
AUTO INSURANCE
must have keyboard skills & basic
Cars pus Insurance Service
computer familiarity. Nso must be
Special Student Programs
able to stand most of the day & be
Serving SJSU for 20 years
easy going 8, flexible. This will be a
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers" fun & informative opportunity. We
need top notch people! Please
SPECIAL DIscounas
call 246-4220. Olsten Staffing
"Good Student"
Services. 3550 Stevens Creek
"Family Multi-car"
Blvd. A1.20 San Jose, CA 95117.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
GOOD WITH PEOPLE? Gait
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
experience in merchandising and
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
customer service. P/T 10 hrs/wh.
’86 YAMAHA RNA 1802 Scooter Make your own schedule. Valid
Fwy legal, blk. e miles, trunk, wind- license and vehicle required.
Jon: 818/916.3372.
shield. cover. 51,4CO. 2968447.

9.
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Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarairtee irnpeed. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Deily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea
markets, trade shows, art/craft
shows. PT/FT available. Good
license & vehicle required. Neat
job. Steve: 292-2430.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers 8. substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts . job sharing and flex+
ble hours for students. $6. $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
MANAGER/MGR. TRAINEE Small
mattress shop. close to SJSU.
FT/PT flexible hours. Informal
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mark: 403/294-5478.
FRATS! SORORITIES!
Student Groups!
Raise as much as you
want in one week!
$100... $600... $1500!
Market applications for VISA,
Mastercard. MCI,
Amoco, etc. Call for
your Free T-shirt arid
to qualify for Free Trip to
MN Spring Break ’94.
Call 1-800-950.1039, ext. 75

LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFRCER.
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
You could be making up to
$35.000.00 your first year!
To learn how, call 3788088 for an
appointment or fax 3788089.
PERSON:
DELIVERY
TIME
PART
delner office supplies to downtown
business. Bicycle & car. M-F flex. INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000-i/mo, teaching
Nan 2939013 x 104.
basic conversational English
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS P/1 abroad. Japan. Taiwan, and S.
inst. for elementary schools. Korea. Marry provide room & board
Degree not required. Work around + other benefits. No previous trad
your classes, 408-287-8025. ing required For more information
Call 1206632.1146 ext..16041.
E0(/ME.

a-

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1.800-436-4365 Ext. P-3310.

HOUSING

THE PRICE YOU WANT
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED!
Large studio, I & 2 bedroom arks
just minutes from SJSU!
Call Timber-wood As,
at 5786800.

"UNIVERSITY PLACE" CONDO,
11th St. Security build & parking 1 BDRM: $5715. STUDIO: $525.
2 bdrm. 2 1/2 baths. $149,950 dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
1 week free! HMS 9973100 x335.
Fox &Carskadon. Ann 741-2700.
$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL INCL. 2 OR/2 BATH. 5700. 1 Br/roomKitch/laundry ern. Share bath. Tel. mate shares available. 555 Sr
sep. No smoking. Intl health env. 10th St. at Williams 297-7554,
Capitol Expy./HelNer park. Hill loc.
Phone Jim 226-9938, N. msg.
SERVICES
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
4083793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
Campbell, CA 95008.

GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 be.. 900 - 1.000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Undergrcand parking.
Security gates. Game room.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 947-0803
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A., local college
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
question, I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
95e/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support locai education programs. College Career
Information Sri\ ces

WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclusively
2 BORhl APARTMENT $750/MO. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
to SJSU Students. Alumni. and
Advisory Faculty!
Security type building
B.A. and 15 years experience. Now
Solaces include:
accepting students wishing to
Secure parking
Close in
excell at guitar or bass. All styles S Auto Loans Personal Loans $
welcome: Rock. R&B. Jazz, Fusion.
Modern building
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Blues. Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Free Base Cable service
Beginner. Intermediate & Advanced
Laundry room
Exceptional Rates!!!
Village Apartments.
Convenient location:
are welcome, Bel: 408/2986124.
48 S. 7th Street, Suite 201
576 S. 5th St. (408)295.6893.
WRIDNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
Versatile. expert start.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1409)947 7273
ESL students a specialty.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
800-7777901.
I bdrm. /1 bath . $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured MEN AND WOMEN- BARE IT AU! SERVICES FINANCIAL
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
DON’T PAY lift
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
TV. Ample parking, Call 288,9157
using chemicals. Let us perma- Don t pay $70. 1100. tcy schoi
remove
your
unwanted
hair
arshe
search.
Get $ sources NOW!
APARTMENTS.
nently
STATE HOUSE
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now, Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin - Call Scholar.Dollar$ today!!
4 blocks from campus. Free cable Tummy etc. Students & faculty 19009880023 at703. fi2. min. 5
TV, water & garbage. Off street receive 15% discount. First app!, rota max 18 a oder. TT phone req. &
Parking available. Several units 1/2 price if made before Dec. 15. save even more, order our book
starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan 1993. Haw Today Gone Tomorrow. "Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017, Contains dozens of money sources
at 295.5256.
& time saving tips. Order today!
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
Only $5 R5 to Schnar-Doear$. PO.

box456 Mt. Herr : ’,4 95041. structure, punc:format
30 day M/B Guara-ne Allow 46 (APA. Turabian. MIA ioe/graph
win. Strauss Ent. 408-6261910, preparation: custom post-script
laser printing. 141W edit disks)
DO YOU want a compuker search Resume/cove, letter preparation.
done to find scholarships for you? International Students Welcome?
Many sources available. 80% Willow Gen area 3Ctarn-8.3Porn
require no GPA or have no income
!imitations. Cali or write: Unique AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae, Pro’ess ona Wo.c. l-coess.ng
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
CA 94030.14151692-4847.
Group Protects. Resumes, Letters.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE In Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
Money is waiting for you right now HP Laser It. NI formats, specializing
from Private Scholarships. Grants in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
and Fellowships. No Financial grammatical edit,rig. Free disc
Need and No GPA minimum storage. All WO, guaranteed Worry
required. For FREE Irterature pack- free, dependable, and prompt
age, CALL NOW! 408-993-7208. service. To avoid disappointment.
call now c- reserve your :’& Call
Access/control #2081993.
PAM
i8am.So
nlas
Save AdatIonal 10% Per Rotund’
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
.
,
Information & application:
.
Scholarship Matching Service
J,
P.O. Box 53450
Exper e -e0.
,,
r
Tra-scr
San Jose, CA 95153-0450
A maceEri ri
408.629-8886
Cal Linda 408 2E4-4504
US MONEY FOR COLLEGE US
TYPEI
We can match you schoiarshios. I HATE TO
grants for only $59. No GPA or If this got your attention, give yourneed requirements. For :tiro: self a break. Let me do it for you!
Atkinson Scholarship Services. Pick up and delivery $1.00
408/22ARTV 445 Beet, Si. 95111 Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
NEED MORE US FOR COLLEGE? spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call
Write or cal
Julie 9988354
For Scholarship and Grant Ink
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
College Educational
Financial Aid Consultancy
Science arid English paws the
P.O. Box 3017
ses our specialty. Laser printing
Free spell check and storage
Stanford, CA 94309
APA. Turanian and other formats.
(415) 3610432
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
WORD PROCESSING Masterson’s Woro Processing.
Cal Paul a Virginia 408251.0449,
Theses/ Prefects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full PLACE YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
service word processing: edit for ,n the Spartan Daily Classified!
vocabulary, grammar sentence Questions? Call 924.32771

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem.

Line is 30 spaces. Including letters. numbers r

pooLuoririEn

ctuation & spaces between words.

1
ILF1HELL_JO ELIrl_JOEIDO
DOODOODODEI= DEI IL17 FlOODEDOODEE1
DOCIMODEJOEIT1EIDOFIEJEDDIEJEOEI 1mm
IIIMOCIEDOEIDOCILJOMM1111 IrThrlEIDEF"r ’
3 -line minimum
One
Two
Day
DVe
311w.
$5$7
411w.
$11
$6
511,..
$7
$9
lines
$10
$8
$1 tor each additional line

Pie/FiRt check
your classification:

NWT*

Ad Rates:

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
4,13
$14
$15
$16

After the OM ’ley, rote Increases by At per day.
First line (25 spares) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in b, 41 tor $3 each

SEMESTER RATES ’
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines $110,

Acciress
C.n, A f’.1n1r,

001*

Phone
Send check or Money order to

Spartan Deily
..sdeifissalC
San J. Stets University,
Sae Anse, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located Dwight Lento Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication
Al! ads are prepaid
Censer utnie publications dales Only No refunds on cancelled ads
? autonomist CALL (4011) 9944277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronic,
- For Saw
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Itobinson:Handles big task

I E21 EE A. MCFADDEN --SP.ARTAN DAIL ’

Newl appointed interim Academic Vice-President Maynard Robinson is temporarily
replacing Arlene Okerlund who resigned froin the position this year.

From page I
Robinson is responsible Srad
the university’s eight colleges
and the departments of mulct graduate studies, academic and enrollment
planning, graduate studies and
research, the library, faculty alLirs and
educational equity outreach programs.
This year he also serves as son to
the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges for the university’s 10-year
accreditation self-evaluation process.
Robinson seems particularly happy
about the addition of a new faculty
development program, the SJSU Innovation in Teaching and Learning Fellowship.
Funded by $500,000 in grant money
that will support release time to 25 faculty mentbers each year for educational innovation, the grant money will be
used to hire substitute faculty to teach
the released course sections. The first
program awards will be made this
spring.
In his previous position as associate
academic dean, Robinson worked for
three academic vice presidents and
filled in for one of them. But, says

Robinson, actually being in the p
II
tion is a completely
different story.
"Observation and doing are two
entirely different things," he said.
"Being in this position teaches you
humility It’s easy to make mistakes and
difficult to serve all interests."
Robinson is a native Californian,
earning a bachelor’s and master’s
degree in history front CSU Northridge, and a doctorate in public A
istration from the University of Southern California
He has been an administrator in
California’s higher education system
for 25 years.
Robinson is very involved in community work, volunteering as an executive committee member for the
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley and helping to successfully conclude the work
of the Project
Task Force. He
proudly displays his 1993 YMCA "Volunteer of the Year Award" on his office
wall above
scomputer.
ih
Whatever spare time he has is spent
in personal academic pursuits and with
his family, daughter Emily and wife
Carol Watanabe, at home in San Jose.

SPARTAN DAILY

But his current 60-hour %yolk week,
volunteer service, family life and teaching a graduate course in public admittisuation leave little time to pursue the
hobbies he likes best landscaping and
deck builditig.
As interim academic vice presideitt,
Robinson replaces Arlene Okerlund,
who resigned from the position. She
will begin teaching in SJSU’s English
Department next fall, according to
Mark Bussmann, English department’s
adminisu-ative operations analyst.
Robinson’s interim term will be
approximately one year, when Evans
says the search for a permanent
reIlacement should be completed.
Robinson said he isn’t sure if he’ll
apply for the position during the
search process. "I don’t really know
what I’ll be doing next year," he said.
But the prospect of becoming the
permanent academic vice president
seems to have little appeal for him.
When the suggestion is made that
he might work on those favorite hobbies next year instead, he answers with
an enemy-melting smile and sparkling
eyes, and says "I thought of it ..."

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE,
ADVERTISE,
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

ERIC S. HUFFMAN--,F’

1.AN DAIL

A Spartan
Daily a day,
fI r the rest of
your life,
will keeP you
healthy,
wealthy and
wise.

Alan and Phyllis Simpkins check on the progress of the nev.
field house which is under construe’
at south campus. The Simpkins have contributed over one million dollars to the project.

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
problem for you, let Altrans show you another way.
direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individuaizecl
program to meet your persona! commuting needs.
To learn more, call

If parking’s a

With 21

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.
Your Altomative Tronportation Solution
Fancied by SJSU Office of Traffic Parkir)3

Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass

Center: Donors help campus
From page
with private mond.
Alan Simkins said this is
what makes sense for universities in the ’90s.
Pointing to the UC Berkeley
carnpus as a model for university fundraising, Simpkins joked,
"lf vou took away all the buildings on the Berkeley campus
that were built with private
money, there wouldn’t be
much left."
Alan and Phyllis Simkins
underwrote the first phase of
the construction, which is now
cI mpleted, with over $1
lion of their own money, plus
time, effort and fundraising
that is crucial to the building’s
completion.
The Simpkins have raised
over
million in the past
four years with rnanv donors

from the 100,000-strong SJSU
aluI ni. Notable donations
came from Dock and Betty
Arends, Ray DeVilla, the Mercury News and Elizabeth Jung.
Each donated over $50,000 to
the new center.
Phyllis Simpkins stressed that
the list of donors is long, too
long to credit all those who
deserve it. In the same breath
she stresses that they still need
help.
"When people see that it’s
for real, maybe they can step
forward anl
she said.
Phyllis Siinpkins is concerned that ix ple will see the
completed shell ot the building
and assume that it finished.
This is not the case; an estimated $600,000 to $1 million is
needed to crimplete the center.
For those interested in mak-

Ignirw0
CELE,RATE

ing donations, it is possible to
buy everything from plants
($25 and up) through athlete’s
locIters ($500 for the 34 left out
99) all the way to an entire
rII m (varies). Bttying any of
these, even the plants, will get
your name attached to the
item.
One of the reasons the
Simpkins decided to fund and
coordinate the building of the
new sports center is right next
to it the old center.
The old center is "far worse
than any other building on
camps, if not in the CSU system, said Alan Simpkins about
the dilapidated building that
dates from the ’30s. The new
center will replace the old
building, which may be used by
the food services people for
storage.
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The Spartan Daily,
s good for you.
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SAN JOSE

Registration
Deadline
September 9

115 East San Carlos
(across from San Jose IL)

Purkka AT \;,,o,
Ovn

273-8827

Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Oct. 2, 1993
EVERY TEST DVESPVT HAVE

TO BE A STRESS TESL

BEN&JERRY’S,

VERMONT’S FINEST ICE CREAM & FROZEN YOGURT,.

iffb

One coupon

per porchzse.

for tests can help raise your scores and lower
And Cliffs StudyWare has the most complete
’titer Get
.st prepatati,,in programs available for yOur
free Test Survival le,t. dr.tails at

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

Spartan Shops

_
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